PERSONAL NEWS
long association with him since student
days at the Presidency College. Their informal discussions over a cup of tea covered serious topics, like contemporary
literature and music as well as day-today mundane affairs, such as the results
of cricket matches played in the Eden
Garden.
Roy had a fine sense of humour, which
could be explored only through personal
interactions on close quarters. He was a

very friendly person and was affectionate
to young teachers, helping them in varied
issues, either family problems or applications for research projects. Over the years
he earned a place of deep love and respect amongst his colleagues, which will
probably last for a long time. Supriyo
Babu, as he was popularly known to all
near and dear to him, is survived by his
wife (Chitra), daughter (Sucharito), sonin-law and grand-daughters.
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HISTORICAL NOTES

Cartoon humour on Nobel Prizes
Sachi Sri Kantha
To celebrate Alfred Nobel’s munificence of 33 million Swedish kronor (approximately US$ 9.2 million) in
his signed will of 27 November 1895 to posterity, I provide a brief overview on how scientists as well as
other members of the society are portrayed by two American cartoonists, Sidney Harris and Jim Berry, on
Nobel’s 180th birth anniversary. Three cartoon categories are identified: (1) pseudo-hopes of scientists, (2)
mockery of humorous achievement and (3) prestige enhancement. Apart from their recognized role as serving as a gold standard for gauging exceptional creativity, Nobel Prizes also possess the merit as a source
for cartoon humour.
‘A cartoon is a drawing, representational or symbolic, that makes a satirical, witty or humorous point.’
– David Low
This year marks the 180th birth anniversary of Alfred Nobel (1833–1896), who
is universally recognized as the foremost
philanthropist for trend-setting scientists
in the disciplines of chemistry, medicine
or physiology and physics1–9.
David Low (one of the elite cartoonists
of the 20th century) recorded that though
the targets of cartoons are predominantly
in the field of political or public affairs,
cartoons may also depict ‘social customs,
fashions or sports events or personalities’10. The annual Nobel Prizes which
began to be awarded since 1901, had become an established social custom within
a few decades drawing attention to the
achievements of scientists. Apart from
scientists, even mass media and public
look forward to the announcement made
in October of each year and to the pomp
of ceremonies held in Stockholm in
December for a week11,12.

Figure 1.
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a–d, Four cartoons by Sidney Harris (used with permission).
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According to Zuckermann13, who had
studied the significance of Nobel Prizes
on science, the cash value of Nobel
Prizes has fluctuated over decades. A
better indicator to comprehend the cash
value of Nobel Prizes is how it stood in
comparison to an American professor’s
annual salary. In 1901, each prize
amounted to US$ 42,000, then about 18–
20 times a professor’s average annual
salary. In 2012, the cash value of a Nobel
science award (approximately US$ 1.2
million) was still about 10 times an
American science professor’s mean
annual salary.
While Nobel Prizes and their winners
have been recognized and covered in
quite a few journals under philately
theme14–16, to the best of my knowledge
potential Nobel Prize candidates have not
been studied as a humour-generating
theme in cartoons. One prominent reason
exists for this discrepancy. While stamps
are public property, contemporary cartoons are considered as private property
of the creator. Copyright permission is
needed for their use and it is costly. I
comment on eight cartoons on Nobel
Prizes, for which I have received permission for reproduction from the two cartoonists concerned.

Probably, scientist Schact (depicted in
three vertical panels of Figure 1 d) can be
identified as one who is thinking that he
deserves a Nobel Prize in physics for his
equation. In the first panel of this cartoon, he was sure in his thoughts. Then,
the second panel shows Schact doubting
his equation. In the third panel, this
doubt makes him abandon his thoughts
of a Nobel Prize.

Category 2: Mockery of a humorous
achievement
Mathematicians are the target of two cartoons by Harris (Figure 2 a and b). They
elicit humour on the plight of mathematicians who are not considered for a
Nobel Prize in their speciality20. But, in
reality, quite a few mathematicians of
repute have been awarded a Nobel Prize

in other categories. Bertrand Russell21
was one of them, to be honoured with a
Nobel Prize in literature. In depicting a
mathematician receiving a phone call,
while standing in front of a white board
(Figure 2 b), Harris had anticipated the
currently popular IgNobel awards22.

Category 3: Prestige enhancement
Nobel Prizes have gained social status as
a yardstick for prestige enhancement.
Harris (Figure 2 c) and Berry (Figure 2 d)
elicit humour in two varying stereotypes.
Madame Zizi (fortune-teller) in Harris’s
cartoon brags to passerby, ‘Believe me,
if they gave a Nobel Prize for this type of
work, I’d be your winner.’ Berry, in his
1994 cartoon portrays a dumb interviewee who had falsely claimed in his
resume that though ‘I DIDN’T win the

Cartoon categories
I present eight cartoons which specifically identify Nobel Prizes in their script.
Cartoonists who have contributed these
eight cartoons are Sidney Harris17–19
(Figures 1 and 2 a–c) and Jim Berry
(Figure 2 d). One can identify three categories among these eight cartoons.

Category 1: Pseudo-hopes of
scientists
While one of the doctors in the operating
room (Figure 1 a) thinks he deserve a
Nobel Prize in medicine, the scientist
Zinzhoff (Figure 1 c) carrying a test tube
performs an experiment believing that
his work deserves either a Nobel Prize in
medicine or chemistry. European émigré
August Krenwick (Figure 1 b) appears in
an unbelievable news release as Nobel
Prize grand slam winner having bagged
four prizes (chemistry, physics, literature
and peace), but expressing his disappointment that he failed to get the economics prize! One may wonder when
such an event will become a reality.
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Figure 2. a–c, Three cartoons by Sidney Harris (used with permission). d, One panel
cartoon by Jim Berry (BERRY’S WORLD copyright NEA, used with permission).
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Nobel Peace prize four years ago’, it was
‘just a little resume enhancement’. In this
cartoon, Berry pokes fun at an ignoramus
who seems unaware that such a faux pas
of factual cheating will seriously deprive
his chances of selection for the job he
had applied.

Conclusion
Almost all the cartoons used in this study
focus on the theme that scientists are partially motivated by the prestige of a
Nobel Prize. Apart from its recognized
role as serving as a gold standard for
gauging
exceptional
creativity23,24,
Nobel’s unique benefaction also possesses the merit as a source for cartoon
humour. It can be safely inferred that
none of the other eponymous prizes has
generated as many cartoons as the Nobel
Prize.
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